Homo(purinepyrimidine) sequences (RY tracts) with mirror repeat symmetries form stable triplexes that block replication and transcription and promote genetic rearrangements. A systematic search was conducted to map the location of the longest RY tracts in the human genome in order to assess their potential function(s). The 814 RY tracts with !250 uninterrupted base pairs were preferentially clustered in the pseudoautosomal region of the sex chromosomes and located in the introns of 228 annotated genes whose protein products were associated with functions at the cell membrane. These genes were highly expressed in the brain and particularly in genes associated with susceptibility to mental disorders, such as schizophrenia. The set of 1957 genes harboring the 2886 RY tracts with !100 uninterrupted base pairs was additionally enriched in proteins associated with phosphorylation, signal transduction, development and morphogenesis. Comparisons of the !250 bp RY tracts in the mouse and chimpanzee genomes indicated that these sequences have mutated faster than the surrounding regions and are longer in humans than in chimpanzees. These results support a role for long RY tracts in promoting recombination and genome diversity during evolution through destabilization of chromosomal DNA, thereby inducing repair and mutation.
INTRODUCTION
Chromosomal DNA exists principally as a right-handed double helix (B-DNA). However, other conformations, such as triplexes, tetraplexes, slipped structures with hairpin loops, left-handed Z-DNA and cruciforms are also known [reviewed in (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) ]. These alternative (non-B DNA) conformations are formed at specific sequence motifs and are therefore possible only at discrete chromosomal locations. More than 15 genomic disorders, including neurofibromatosis type I, chronic myeloid leukemia, spermatogenetic failure and recurrent constitutional translocations, have recently been associated with rearrangements mediated by recombination between blocks of repetitive DNA (from a few hundred base pairs to several hundred kilobase pairs in length) almost exclusively composed of direct repeats (DR) and inverted repeats (IR) [reviewed in (8) ]. Since double-strand breaks (DSBs) are localized at hotspots within these blocks in most cases, factors other than the primary DNA sequence must be involved, and indeed the locations of the rearrangement fusions are generally found at sequences known to adopt non-B DNA conformations (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) ). This conclusion is further supported by the finding that translocation frequencies correlate with genetic variations in the general population affecting the stability of the putative non-B DNA conformations at breakpoints (16) . The online version of this article has been published under an open access model. Users are entitled to use, reproduce, disseminate, or display the open access version of this article for non-commercial purposes provided that: the original authorship is properly and fully attributed; the Journal and Oxford University Press are attributed as the original place of publication with the correct citation details given; if an article is subsequently reproduced or disseminated not in its entirety but only in part or as a derivative work this must be clearly indicated. For commercial re-use, please contact journals.permissions@oxfordjournals.org Triplex DNA requires homo(purinepyrimidine) sequences (RY tracts) and is stabilized by Hoogsteen hydrogen bonds between the purines in the Watson-Crick duplex and a third strand in the major groove, which may be composed of either pyrimidines bound in the parallel orientation (YRY triplexes) or purines (RRY triplexes) bound in the antiparallel orientation (1, 3, 6, (17) (18) (19) . Specific interactions consist of T-AT and C + -GC triads for YRY triplexes, and G-GC and A-AT triads for RRY triplexes; hence, mirror repeat symmetries within RY tracts yield fully paired and stable triplexes. The YRY triplexes are additionally stabilized by cytosine protonation at N3, a process that requires low pH in nucleotides, but which occurs cooperatively and at neutral pH in clustered cytosines in a long polynucleotide chain (20) (21) (22) . Finally, the third strand may be provided by the folding back of a single RY tract with mirror repeat symmetry (intramolecular triplex), by the interaction between two RY tracts separated by some distance on the same or on two different DNA molecules (intermolecular triplex), or by a single-stranded oligonucleotide composed of either DNA or RNA (6, 19, 23) .
RY tracts are genetically unstable in experimental model systems. Whereas numerous biological functions have been attributed to triplexes, including the blockage of DNA replication (24) (25) (26) and the interference with transcription (26, 27) , recent studies have provided revealing insights. First, studies conducted in live mice, mammalian cell cultures and Escherichia coli indicate that RY tracts are highly mutagenic (28) (29) (30) , induce DSBs (30, 31) and are frequently found at the breakpoint sites of gross deletions and other rearrangements (9, 31) . Indeed, three types of biochemical and genetic studies have shown that these genomic instabilities were due to the non-B conformations adopted by the RY tracts and not to the tracts in their orthodox right-handed B-form (32) . Second, long GAATTC repeats in the first intron of the frataxin (FXN) gene adopt several structures including triplex and sticky DNA, which inhibit transcription of the gene thus reducing the expression of frataxin (26, 33, 34) . Hence, triplexes may be involved in the etiology of Friedreich's ataxia. Third, triplexes may play critical roles in the bcl-2 major breakpoint region with respect to the RAG-dependent t(14;18) translocation associated with follicular lymphomas (35) (36) (37) . Fourth, RY tracts elicit a biological response in the context of mammalian chromatin also in the absence of perfect mirror repeat symmetry and at moderate-to-short lengths ($20 bp or less) (35) (36) (37) (38) , indicating that the energetic barrier associated with the duplex-to-triplex structural transitions may be easily overcome.
Long (several hundred base pairs) RY tracts in the human genome have been known for >20 years (6, 17, 39, 40) , and previous limited studies suggested their abundance in mammalian genomes (41) (42) (43) . To date, no genome-wide queries, which might be informative with respect to the potential function(s) of these sequences, have been reported. Knowledge about the size and location of non-B DNA conformations in vertebrate genomes would be expected to give critical clues as to their biological functions. The human genome has so far only been surveyed for IR sequences (44) , which can form cruciforms. Warburton et al. (44) reported that the large IR may have a role in testis gene expression and genome integrity.
Herein, we have applied a data-mining approach to conduct the first systematic search for the longest uninterrupted RY tracts in the human genome and tested specific hypotheses by employing experimental methodologies in silico. We show that these sequences cluster specifically in the pseudoautosomal region of the sex chromosomes and are found predominantly in genes that are highly expressed in the brain. These determinations, along with comparative analyses of the mouse and chimpanzee genomes, indicate that long RY tracts constitute mutational hotspots and are likely to have played a key role in genome plasticity and evolution.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Computer searches
All RY tracts were found using the program PTRfinder (45) . The algorithm first maps the DNA sequence to R or Y for purine and pyrimidine, respectively. Then the program locates tandem repeats with this reduced alphabet and given the minimum lengths input by the user. The results were then imported into the Genomic Resource Information Database (GRID, http://grid.abcc.ncifcrf.gov/) (J. R. Collins, R. M. Stephens and J. Shan, manuscript in preparation) for web access and for generating queries to correlate RY tracts with gene location and overlap. Genomic build parameters describing tracts of pure R or Y were extracted from the GRID database using the dataset from the Human Genome Browser at the University of California, Santa Cruz (UCSC), which was based on the hg17, NCBI Build 35, May 2004 assembly. The following SQL query was used to retrieve all tracts of type R or Y with length >250 bp: 'SELECT * from 'pupy' WHERE 'len'>¼250 AND length('type')¼1 ORDER BY 'chrom', 'len''. This query retrieved 818 records, 814 with fully determined coordinates, which were imported into MSExcel spreadsheets. An additional table column with 814 links to the UCSC Human Genome Browser was created using a URL pattern to link each record to the exact genomic position. By opening the links, each record was visually checked for being within or between gene sequences. Thus, 241 of the 814 tracts were found to occur within annotated genes. Of the 228 non-redundant RY tract-containing genes, information was gathered for 156 genes, either through OMIM or PubMed (http://www. ncbi.nlm.nih.gov).
In order to compare the 814 tracts and their surrounding sequences in human with their orthologous counterparts in chimpanzee (Pan troglodytes), five PERL (Practical Extraction and Reporting Language) scripts were written. A standalone BLAT (Blast-like Alignment Tool) program was downloaded from http://www.soe.ucsc.edu/~kent/src/ and installed on a computer with Linux FC3. The human and chimpanzee (NCBI Build 1 version 1, November 2003) genomes were downloaded from the UCSC website. In addition, the free package CLUSTAL W 1.83 and the EMBOSS application DOTMATCHER (Ian Longden, Sanger Institute, Cambridge, UK), which is under GNU license (http://www. gnu.org), were downloaded and installed.
The first PERL script '1_queryTOfasta.pl' processed the 814-record table containing the repeat data. Coordinates were transformed so as to include 2500 bp of flanking sequences from both sides of each tract. For each record, the respective DNA sequence was extracted from the local human genome files and added to a file in FASTA format containing all records. A second PERL script '2_saBLATfastaVSchromosomes.pl' automated the BLAST search of every record against the local chimpanzee genome. To speed up this process, a previously made chimpanzee '11.ooc' R or Y tracts file was used (for details, see BLAT FAQs and tutorials at the website previously cited). The output was a directory with BLAT-hits results in chimpanzee in PLSX table format, one file for each record. A third PERL script 'selectFROMfile.pl' processed the PLSX-files directory picking up the best score from each file and merging all the best-scores into a single SELECT file, which also contained 814 records. A fourth PERL script '4_plsxTOfastaCHR.pl' processed the 814-record SELECT table in the same way that the first script processed the GRID-database table. It extracted from the local chimpanzee genome each corresponding segment of DNA sequence and added them to a FASTA file. The product of running the first through fourth scripts are two multiple entry DNA FASTA files; one with human queries and the other with chimpanzee matches. A fifth script '5_html_u.pl' compared all query and match sequences from the two files above. It also ran CLUSTAL W and DOTMATCHER for each of the pairs of records. Subsequently, it created an HTML document presenting the results. For ease in troubleshooting, the job was performed in several steps using separated scripts, even though it could readily be integrated into one 
Tissue expression of RY tract-containing genes
Tissue gene expression data were downloaded from the Genomic Institute of the Novartis Research Foundation (GNF, http://web.gnf.org/index.shtml), and comprised the Affymetrix U133A chip ($22 000 probe sets) plus a custom GNF Affymetrix chip with $11 000 probe sets analyzed on 79 human tissues and cell lines. Approximately 17 000 known human genes were mapped to these probe sets and their relative expression levels were analyzed in the 79 tissue types to identify genes preferentially expressed in each tissue. Preferential expressed genes are defined as follows: the expression levels of a given gene across all tissues were transformed to a Z-score and genes with a Z-score > 1 (i.e. >1 SD above the mean) in a given tissue were classified as highly expressed in that tissue. The Z-score was averaged when more than one probe set hybridized to the same gene and for duplicate tissues. A total of $1 390 000 Z-score values for all genes and all tissues were obtained, $10% of which qualified as highly expressed. P-values were obtained by comparing the fraction of the $17 000 genes highly expressed in a given tissue with the fraction observed for the set of genes containing either the pure RY tracts >250 bp or the pure RY tracts >100 bp in length, assuming a binomial distribution. P-values were corrected (Bonferroni) for multiple comparison of 79 tissues.
Functional category enrichment analysis and creation of gene-term association networks (GTANs)
Functional category enrichment analyses were performed using a software tool, WholePathwayScope (WPS) (46) , developed at the ABCC (NCI-Frederick, MD). Briefly, this analysis is based on Fisher Exact Test for 2 · 2 contingency tables (gene list versus functional category) to estimate and rank the statistical significance of the enrichment of functional categories within a given system (GO terms, BioCarta pathways, KEGG pathways, gene-disease associations, protein interaction partners and protein families) for genes harboring >250 pure RY tracts (RY250) or >100 pure RY tracts (RY100). The databases used, which were collected in the WPS database, were as follows: the GO terms and gene-GO term association tables were downloaded from the Gene Ontology Consortium (http://www.geneontology. org); the BioCarta pathways were kindly provided by the CGAP group (Cancer Genome Anatomy Project: http:// cgap.nci.nih.gov/), which originated from the Bio Carta pathway collections (http://www.biocarta.com/genes/allPathways. asp); the KEGG pathways were downloaded from the KEGG pathway collections (Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes, http://www.genome.ad.jp/kegg); the gene disease associations were downloaded from the Genetic Association Database (http://geneticassociationdb.nih.gov/); information on Protein Interaction Partners and Protein families (Pfam) information was kindly provided by the DAVID (Database for Annotation, Visualization and Integrated Discovery) group (http://david.niaid.nih.gov). Gene-Term Association Networks (GTANs) were created within WPS, such that for any given gene in a gene list (RY100 or RY250), its associated term(s) was sought in the WPS database. The pairwise gene-term relationships were represented as a graphical layout of a Gene-Term Association Network within WPS, in which any gene and its associated term were linked with an edge to indicate the gene-term association relationship.
Gene size
The sizes for annotated genes were obtained from the lengths of pre-mRNA transcripts, which were downloaded from the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) website (ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/genomes/H_sapiens/RNA/). The set of 1377 genes used to determine the size distribution of genes expressed in brain was obtained from the tissue distribution analysis, with genes with a Z-score > 1 in brain tissues being selected. In most cases, the SigmaPlot 2002 program, version 8.02 (SPSS, Chicago, IL) was used to represent the results graphically and to determine the best fit to the data.
Clustering of RY tracts
The order statistics, r-scans, as described in Karlin and Macken (47), were used to detect significant clustering of the RY tracts observed along each chromosome, by comparing their distribution with that of a uniform Poisson distribution. We assume that {X i } are the distances between adjacent RY tracts (n tracts in total) along an individual chromosome that are not necessarily independently and identically distributed (iid). Note that all points are mapped into a [0,1] interval. Denote by 
We declare significant clustering when the observed minimum for the limit distribution has <0.01 (or <0.05) probability of occurring by chance and therefore m ðrÞ < 1 n r!ðÀ ln 0:99Þ n 1/r Several RY tract clusters were detected (after correcting for adjacent tracts separated by single nucleotide interruptions) by testing the first minimum of r-scans (where r ¼ 1, . . . , 16).
Complexity analysis
Complexity analysis, as devised by Gusev et al. (48) , was employed in a search for DR, IR and mirror repeats (MR) in the pseudoautosomal region (PAR1) and the downstream 4.4 Mb region (After_PAR), in the 5 kb sequences flanking the RY tracts in the PRKCB1 and ADAM18 genes, in the 3 0 -untranslated region (3 0 -UTR) of the DISC1 gene and in the comparative analyses of the RY tracts in the mammalian TIAM1 gene.
RESULTS
RY tracts within genes
The human genome was screened for the largest RY tracts with the expectation that these could shed light on their potential biological role(s). The total number of tracts equaling or exceeding an arbitrary length cutoff of 250 pure R (adenine, A and guanine, G) or Y (cytosine, C and thymine, T) bases was 814. Approximately 30% (241/814) were located within annotated genes (228, some genes contained more than one tract, Supplementary Table 1) , all within introns. The longest tract (1303 bp) was present in the CENTA1 gene on chromosome 7, which was the only pure intragenic sequence to exceed 1 kb. Tracts were then analyzed to determine the RY tract length if occasional interruptions (mostly single nt changes) were ignored. The 2.5 kb PKD1 RY tract (49) , which has been instrumental in the characterization of the mutational properties of RY sequences (9, 25, 32) , was the third longest, preceded only by a 3.1 kb tract in the DKFZp434G0625 gene and a tract of nearly 4 kb in the LOC348094 gene (both encoding products of unknown function). Hence, the PKD1 gene possesses the longest gene-associated RY tract in the human genome for genes of known function. A double logarithmic plot of these tracts arranged in order of size exhibited a linear relationship (y ¼ 3.499 -0.458x, r 2 ¼ 0.99, data not shown), indicating an exponential decay distribution. This distribution suggests that selection against or in favor of any RY tract length is not exercised to a detectable level within the existing envelope.
Complexity analysis was employed to identify MR separated by any distance within these RY tracts. The average fractions of non-redundant MR elements (with no interruptions) per RY tract were 16, 4 and 2 for MR lengths of 10, 20 and 30 bp, respectively. In addition, all RY tracts had at least one 10 bp-long MR element. Hence, based on the work conducted on the PKD1 and other RY tracts in vivo (9, 28, 30, 32, 35, 37, 50, 51) , we conclude that most, if not all, RY tracts with >250 uninterrupted base pairs have the potential to form intramolecular and/or intermolecular triplexes in vivo. However, future work will be required to experimentally evaluate triplex formation by these RY tracts.
To determine whether there was preferential association within certain categories of genes, we compared the set of RY tract-containing genes with that of the human (reference) dataset in proteomic databases (Supplementary Table 2 ). For the Gene Ontology (GO) Molecular Function, eight terms exceeded a P-value of 10 À4 and included seven terms for channel activities and one term for glutamate receptor activity, consistent with strong enrichment for genes encoding transmembrane proteins in the brain (Supplementary Table 2A ). The GO Biological Process analysis revealed 13 terms which exceeded P-values of 10 À4 , and included three terms for cell adhesion and cell communication, four for neuronal function and three for ion transport (Supplementary Table 2B ), indicative of a preferential distribution within genes involved in specialized functions at the cell membrane. The GO Cellular Component analysis (Supplementary  Table 2C ) yielded four terms that exceeded P-values of 10 À4 and which were associated with localization to the cell membrane.
The fibronectin type III, C-cadherin and a-catenin domains, present in many cell surface receptors and cell adhesion molecules, represented the most highly enriched categories (P-values $10 À4 ) in the Protein Families (Pfam) and Protein Information Resource (PIR) databases (Supplementary Tables 2D and 2E) , whereas eight terms including the large neuroactive ligand interaction pathway, which comprises an array of neuronal receptors implicated in neuropeptide and small molecule signaling pathways, were found to be enriched in the more limited BioCarta and Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes databases (Supplementary Tables 2F and 2G ). Analysis of the Protein Interaction Partners database (Supplementary Table 2H ) indicated 34/91 enrichments led by DLG4 (psd-95, P $ 8 · 10 À4 ), a component of the post-synaptic density structure involved in receptor clustering. Finally, analysis of the Disease Association database indicated that the most significant enrichment (P $ 5 · 10 À3 ) was for candidate genes for schizophrenia susceptibility (Supplementary Table 2I ). In summary, the longest RY tracts were non-randomly distributed, and were disproportionately associated with genes whose products are localized to the plasma membrane and which perform cell communication and transport functions.
Distinct gene categories
The >250 bp RY tract-containing genes represented $1% of the annotated human gene dataset. We therefore sought to determine whether lowering the RY length threshold would yield a larger set of genes with the same non-random distribution profile. A search for genes with known functions containing pure RY tracts >100 bp in length yielded a total of 2886 hits and a non-redundant gene set of 1957. Comparison of the distribution of these RY tract-containing genes with that of the reference dataset (Supplementary Table 3 ) revealed that the terms most highly enriched were common to those identified for the genes containing the >250 RY tracts (Table 1 ). This correlation was particularly striking for gene products involved in signal transduction pathways at synapses, which also showed strong associations with susceptibility to schizophrenia ( Supplementary  Figures 1 and 2, Supplementary Table 4 and Supplementary Text).
Since P-values are sensitive to sample size, we next determined whether the terms were more enriched in >250 or >100 bp RY tract-containing genes based on 'foldenrichment'. Consistently greater enrichments were noted for the >250 bp RY tract-containing genes (Table 1) . Hence, as the RY tract length increases, so does the probability of their association with genes involved in specific functions at the plasma membrane.
A second set of terms was found to be highly enriched in the >100 bp RY tract-containing genes but not in the >250 bp RY tract-containing genes. These included terms containing transferase and kinase activities (GO_MF) and protein/ receptor phosphorylation of genes implicated in development and morphogenesis (GO_BP), implying an enrichment in genes involved in signal transduction pathways (Supplementary Figure 3 and Supplementary Text).
Hence, we conclude that the longest RY tracts in the human genome are distributed between two main pools of genes in a length-dependent fashion. The first group, comprising shorter length tracts (100 bp < RY < 250 bp), colocalized preferentially with genes involved in signal transduction pathways associated with development, whereas a second group, comprising longer tracts (RY > 250 bp), co-localized with genes mostly involved in ion transport, cell adhesion and neurogenesis. Since several terms exceeded Combined Rank, sum of the two categories ranks from Supplementary Tables 2 and 3 ; categories with one entry were excluded; when more than one category with largely redundant gene entries was present, only one was chosen.
P-values of 10 À10 and the different databases (particularly the large GO_MF, GO_BP, GO_CC, and Pfam Family) were in agreement in identifying terms that contained the same genes, the conclusions are strongly supported by the data.
Tissue gene expression
To determine whether the >250 bp RY tract-containing genes (250-set) and the >100 bp RY tract-containing genes (100-set) expressed a greater proportion of transcripts in specific tissues as compared with the reference dataset (All-set), we examined the Affymetrix U133A tissue expression dataset, derived from 79 tissues, from the Genomic Institute of the Novartis Research Foundation (GNF). For a given tissue, the fraction of highly expressed genes in the 250-set (and 100-set) was then compared with the fraction of highly expressed genes in the reference dataset (All-set).
The fractions of highly expressed genes containing RY tracts (250-set and 100-set) were significantly greater than the corresponding fractions of the All-set in all brain tissues examined, in the atrioventricular node of the fetus and the uterus (Figure 1 ; P-values ranged from 4 · 10 À2 to <1 · 10 À13 for the 100-set and from 2 · 10 À2 to 6 · 10 À5 for the 250-set). These fractions were also consistently more enriched in genes with longer RY tracts (250-set) than with shorter ones (100-set), regardless of the P-values. In summary, these data are compatible either with the view that RY tracts with lengths >100 bp (including >250) colocalize preferentially with genes highly expressed in the brain, or that these tracts may perform a role in mediating gene transcription in brain tissues.
Gene size distributions
Some of the genes expressed in human brain tissues, such as contactin-associated protein-like 2 (CNTNAP2), dystrophin (DMD), and ataxin-2 binding protein (A2BP1), are among the largest known, each spanning >1.5 Mb of genomic DNA. We therefore posed the question as to whether the preferential finding of RY tracts in brain-expressed genes might be associated with larger gene size. The size distribution for the annotated human gene population followed a Gaussian distribution when the logarithms of gene lengths were analyzed (Figure 2, gray) . According to this distribution, the average gene length is $18 kb (Figure 2 -mode and mean coincide for Gaussian distributions). In contrast, the set of 1377 genes highly expressed in the brain yielded a Gaussian distribution peaking at $43 kb (black). Thus, human genes predominantly expressed in brain tissues are on average more than twice as long as those from the total gene population when their log-normal distributions are compared. This notwithstanding, the size distributions of the RY tractcontaining genes were of disproportionately greater size, with the >100 bp RY tract-containing gene set peaking at 108 kb (green) and the >250 bp RY tract-containing gene set peaking at 192 kb (red). In addition, the >250 bp RY tract-containing genes displayed a pronounced negative skewness, and hence a non-Gaussian behavior. We therefore conclude that larger human genes also tend to host longer RY tracts.
Next, we investigated whether larger genes also contained a greater number of RY tracts. By analyzing the >100 bp RY tract-containing gene set for all pure RY tracts >50 Figure 1 . Tissue distribution of RY tract-containing genes. The percentage increase in the fraction of RY-containing genes (100-set and 250-set) highly expressed (Z-score >1) in a given tissue relative to the fraction of all genes highly expressed in the same tissue is displayed on the x-axis. Asterisks, significantly enriched tissues as determined by binomial probability after a Bonferroni multiple comparison correction. Significance: **, P < 10 À7 ; *, 10 À7 < P < 0.05, -, not significant. bp in length, 33 genes were found to harbor between 20 and 57 RY tracts (Supplementary Table 5 ). The size of these genes ranged from 38 kb to 2.3 Mb, with a median of $800 kb and an average of $910 kb, indicating that larger genes also tend to host more RY tracts, as predicted. The gene size distributions of Figure 2 also raise the question as to whether the percent increases in the proportions of highly expressed RY tract-containing genes in the brain (Figure 1 ) could be accounted for by the overall greater length of the genes expressed in this organ. Considering that the distributions P All , P Brain , P RY > 100 and P RY > 250 (Figure 2 , gray, black, green and red lines, respectively) are interdependent and log-normal (with the exception of P RY > 250 ), the predicted ratio increase may be calculated from the following relationship:
where P RY is either P RY>100 or P RY>250 , using the means and standard deviations that defined the respective curves. The values obtained for the >100 and >250 bp RY tract-containing gene sets were 1.30 and 1.32, respectively, for the integrals bound by the log gene sizes of 0 and 8 (which extends beyond all gene sizes), yielding a predicted percent increase of $30%. For the 250-set, all percentage increases were greater than this value of 30% for the 13 brain tissues examined (Figure 1 ). About 2/3 of the 100-set percentage increases in brain tissues were >30% (up to $75%), whereas 1/3 were close to 30%. In summary, these data indicate that the number of RY tract-containing genes (but not the number of RY tracts per kilobase pair) expressed in the brain is greater than expected based on their longer lengths.
The pseudoautosomal region
The total number of pure RY tracts >250 bp in the human genome was 814. We evaluated whether these tracts were evenly dispersed following a Poisson-like distribution throughout chromosomes, or whether instead they were clustered in specific regions. By testing each chromosome separately, four small clusters were noted on chromosomes 5, 6 and 12, each involving 2-5 tracts (Supplementary Figure 4) . In contrast, two large clusters were identified on the X and Y chromosomes, of 17 and 11 tracts respectively, starting from the telomeric p-arm and extending for 6.2 and 2.6 Mb, respectively. The sequence of the first 2.6 Mb (pseudoautosomal region, or PAR1) is identical on both sex chromosomes, and is essential for homologous recombination during male meiosis and chromosome pairing (52, 53) . This prompted speculation that the RY tracts might play a role in PAR1 function by virtue of their structural properties, perhaps in concert with other non-B DNA-forming sequences, such as IR, DR and MR.
A search for pairs of DR, IR and MR with an arbitrary length cut-off of >62 bp in the first 7.0 Mb of the X chromosome revealed a significant (c 2 test) over-representation of DR of both >62 bp and >250 bp and IR of >62 bp in the PAR1 region by comparison with the 4.4 Mb region that follows (After_PAR, P < 0.0001). In contrast, MR of >62 bp and IR of >250 bp were not significantly over-represented ( Figure 3 and Supplementary Text). In addition, the distribution of MR was characterized by a preponderance of (GAAATTTC) n motifs in PAR1 (10/11 in PAR1 and 8/15 in After-PAR). We surveyed the sequence composition of all DR and IR of >180 bp to determine whether they were uniquely represented in the PAR1 region or whether they corresponded to interspersed elements distributed genome-wide. No significant homology was found to any of the 201 repeats in PAR1. In contrast, 11/21 repeats in the After-PAR region exhibited extensive homologies with other chromosomal sites; indeed 9/11 tracts were identified as LINE1 (7/9), LINE1/LTR (1/9) or LTR (1/9) elements. Additional large segments of repetitive DNA were also identified in PAR1. Seven (>1 kb) were closely examined and found to comprise orderly arrays of tandem repeat blocks (TRB) containing multiple sequence motifs with few interruptions (Supplementary Figure 6 ). In summary, these data indicated that the clustered RY tracts >250 bp form part of a larger family of repetitive elements, mostly DR of unique composition and short IR that densely populate the PAR1 region.
The (GAAATTTC) n repeats
The recurrence of the (GAAATTTC) n repeat within PAR1 was intriguing since this sequence possesses the RY mirror symmetry that facilitates triplex-formation (1,3,6,17,18 ). In addition, its similarity to the (GAATTC) n motifs, which form extraordinarily stable non-B structures (26, 34, 54, 55) raised the question as to whether these structural properties might have been functionally exploited throughout the genome. We addressed this issue by searching for RY tracts with mirror symmetry >30 bp in length (sufficient to yield stable triplexes) and comparing their frequencies with those of all microsatellites of comparable repeat units and total lengths. The search for microsatellites with unit lengths from 1 to 29 nt yielded a bimodal distribution with a first peak comprising the mono-to penta-nucleotide repeats (Supplementary Figure 5) and a second peak composed of >15 nt unit lengths, most of which could be decomposed into shorter repeat units displaying an even/odd length asymmetry, as previously noted for the short (1-6mer) repeats (56) . Dinucleotides were the most abundant (55 196 copies), followed by tetra-(29 590 copies), mono-(16 686 copies), penta-(8699) and tri-nucleotides (6711). The distribution of RY tracts revealed an abundance of (AT) n (16 679 copies) over (GC) n (seven copies, Figure 4 ). At present, we do not understand this paucity of (GC) n runs. The distributions were followed by (GAAATTTC) n (3217 copies), (GATC) n (2390 copies) and (GGAATTCC) n (2200 copies). All other combinations of G+A repeats contained <400 copies. Therefore, given that poly(A) sequences have the unique property of decreasing triplex stability with increasing length (57-59), these analyses (Figure 4 and Supplementary Figure 5) indicated that the (GAAATTTC) n repeats were over-represented with respect to the total microsatellite population, and were especially abundant among the triplex-forming motifs with mirror symmetry. However, the role, if any, of such tracts and the underlying ability to form intra-or intermolecular triplexes remains to be determined.
Evolutionary comparisons
To determine whether long pure RY tracts (>250 bp) are unique to human, we queried the chimpanzee, dog, mouse, rat and chicken genomes. Such RY tracts lengths were found to be common for all the mammalian/avian species examined (Supplementary Table 6 ). In addition, the number of pure sequences >50 bp varied from $8000 in chicken to >100 000 in murids, attesting to their abundance. A search of the mouse genome for genes with >250 bp RY tracts returned a set of 827 non-redundant entries and indicated that the main functional enrichment categories (Supplementary Table 7 ) largely overlapped those of the >100 bp RY tract-containing human gene set (Supplementary Table 3 ). This indicates that RY tracts have been retained within the same gene families since human-mouse divergence $80 million years ago (Mya), and also that human membraneassociated genes (Supplementary Table 2 ) highly expressed in brain have maintained longer RY tract lengths than other gene families.
This notwithstanding, little or no homology was found between human and mouse orthologous genes when 5 kb fragments flanking the >250 bp RY tracts of the 228 human genes (Supplementary Table 1 ) were compared. Similarly, analysis of the human and mouse orthologous genes which contained >250 bp RY tracts in both species (24 total) revealed little conservation in terms of either the number or location of the tracts (Supplementary Table 8 ). Thus, whereas RY tracts have been retained within gene families, their lengths and locations within individual genes have diverged substantially.
Human-chimpanzee orthologous RY tracts
To determine more accurately the extent of sequence conservation, the human intragenic RY tracts >250 bp, together with ±2.5 kb of flanking sequence, were compared with their orthologous sites in the chimpanzee genome. These species diverged $5-8 Mya from their last common ancestor (LCA) and still share $98% sequence identity. Orthologous sequences were identified for most of the 239 tracts (Supplementary Text). A typical dot-plot depicting a comparison of 5 kb of the human CD99L2 gene with its chimpanzee counterpart is displayed in Figure 5 . Sequence Figure 4 ; MR, mirror repeats >62 bp; DR>250, direct repeats >250 bp; IR>250, inverted repeats >250 bp; DR>62, direct repeats >62 bp but <250 bp; IR>62, inverted repeats >62 bp but <250 bp; TRB>1kb, sequences containing tandem repeat blocks >94.8% pure with a total length >1kb; red, annotated genes; XG (in blue) gene spanning the PAR1 boundary.
identity is evident throughout the region with the exception of the R tract which, although present in both species, is somewhat shorter in chimpanzee. Of all the 142 RY sequence pairs analyzed, most displayed the expected $98% homology in the RY tract-flanking sequences, but none showed sequence conservation within the tracts. We conclude that the RY tracts have mutated at a much faster rate than the surrounding sequences. Subsequent analyses (Supplementary Figure 7) provided evidence for a combination of slipped mispairing, recombination-mediated duplications, nucleotide substitutions and possibly also gene conversion, in mediating RY tract divergence.
To determine whether RY tracts manifest a length bias in hominids, we compared the total length of all pure tracts >250 bp in both species with their orthologous counterparts (Supplementary Text); 80% of the 582 tracts analyzed were found to be longer in human than in the chimpanzee ( Figure 6 ). This bias was unlikely to be due to the lower accuracy of assembly of the chimpanzee genome ($3.6· coverage versus 6-10· for the human assembly). Not only did many long chimpanzee RY tracts with sequencing gaps match long tracts in the human assembly, but a pairwise plot of all tracts also displayed exponential decay when arranged by size. However, these sizes diverged from the curve fit for $150/582 tracts in the chimpanzee, but only for $30/ 582 tracts in the human (inset in Figure 6 ). These results suggest that long RY tracts may have been either more readily acquired or maintained in the human lineage than in the chimpanzee.
Finally, the human-chimpanzee orthologous searches revealed two instances (namely, the PRKCB1 and ADAM18 genes) in which the RY tract and flanking sequences were present in only one of the two species. In an attempt to understand the possible mutational mechanisms involved, we queried the macaque genome (LCA $25 Mya) and analyzed the sequence composition and breakpoint junctions. The results of these analyses (Supplementary Figures 8 and 9 and Supplementary Text) were consistent with the RY tracts having been inserted and deleted as part of larger ($3.5-8.1 kb) DNA fragments through non-homologous end joining reactions, most of which occurred at IR, suggesting that cruciform structures may have been involved in mediating these genomic rearrangements.
DISCUSSION
This report describes the distribution of the most prominent homopurinehomopyrimidine sequences in the human genome. Their preferred distribution within genes expressed in the brain and encoding membrane-bound proteins with channel and receptor activities contrasts with that of the largest IRs (44) , which are mostly associated with testis-expressed genes on the X and Y chromosomes. Whereas IRs are known to form cruciform structures, these long RY tracts contain segments that fulfill the requirements for mirror symmetry to foster stable triplex structures, although other non-B DNA conformations, such as slipped structures and occasional tetraplexes, are also possible. Specific types of non-B DNA-forming sequences may therefore be associated with distinct gene families. The RY tract enrichment of the PAR1 region also differs from the distribution of the largest IR, which are absent from this portion of the sex chromosomes and are concentrated instead in downstream regions (44) . This suggests that different types of non-B DNA conformations may be also functionally distinct. Whereas cruciforms have been proposed to mediate gene conversion thereby contributing to genomic integrity (44) , RY tracts may be involved in stimulating genomic diversity and recombination by virtue of their ability to fold into triplexes and other conformations.
Length polymorphisms have been noted in RY tractcontaining alleles in mammals (Supplementary Text). The human-mouse and human-chimpanzee comparisons are consistent with the rapid mutation of long RY tracts through length and sequence changes, driven by dynamic mutational mechanisms that include slippage, recombination/repair and nucleotide substitution (Supplementary Figure 7) . The total length of all pairs of human-chimpanzee RY tracts considered amounts to 213 020 bp for human and 159 020 bp for chimpanzee, i.e. an average length divergence of $0.039 bases per site per My for the past 6.5 My. This value is more than an order of magnitude higher than the average rate of point mutations between these two species ($0.0019) (60) , and is likely to exceed the value of $0.075 reported for subtelomeric segmental duplication/transfer rates during primate evolution (61) if sequence changes and nucleotide substitutions are also included.
Large-scale analyses indicate a positive correlation between point mutation frequency and repeat sequence density (62) , implying a role for dynamic mutation in genomic plasticity and hence genome divergence. Similarly, repetitive sequences increase the frequency of gross rearrangements (9,10,31,63) by engaging distant sites, whereas triplex-forming oligonucleotides increase nucleotode substitution rates (30) . Genome-wide surveys have established a positive correlation between RY tracts and both recombination rates and nt diversity (64) (65) (66) (67) . Taken together, these findings support our contention that RY tracts, perhaps by virtue of their ability to fold into unconventional DNA conformations, represent hotspots for the generation of DSBs, which may then provide nucleation sites for chromatin remodeling pathways involving DNA repair and recombination (67) . Studies of the relationship between genomic instabilities and the presence of repetitive sequences at breakpoint junctions suggest an active role for non-B DNA conformations (including slipped structures, cruciforms and triplexes) in promoting DSBs leading to rearrangements both in the context of human disease [reviewed in (8) and (16, 35, 68) ] and evolution (69, 70) .
Genes involved in ion transport, synaptic transmission and brain-related functions display accelerated rates of evolution in hominids when compared with murids (60) . Concomitantly, human, chimpanzee and other non-human primates exhibit accelerated changes in gene expression in brain tissues, with increased expression specifically in the human lineage (71) (72) (73) . Such acceleration has been suggested to be 'caused by positive selection that changed the functions of genes expressed in the brains of humans more than in the brains of chimpanzees' (71) . The presence of RY tracts within large brain-expressed genes may have synergized with increased mutation rates, thereby contributing to accelerated sequence divergence; these tracts may also have potentiated the acquisition of novel transcriptional activities.
The number of RNA transcripts in the mammalian genome is estimated to be at least one order of magnitude greater than the number of annotated genes (currently $20 000), implying that the majority of the mammalian genome is transcribed (74) . Transcription on both strands, generating sense and antisense transcripts with a role in RNA interference and transcriptional regulation, is over-represented in genes encoding cytoplasmic proteins but under-represented in genes encoding membrane and extracellular proteins (75) . Expansion of a (GAATTC) n triplex-forming motif is associated with gene silencing in Friedreich's ataxia as a result of strong secondary structure formation (2) . It is therefore conceivable that RY tracts, particularly those with mirror symmetry such as the highly recurrent (GAAATTTC) n repeats and other MR within the tracts, may also contribute to sense/antisense transcriptional regulation (76) .
Several RY tract-containing genes encode proteins that function at convergent nodes in signaling pathways at synapses and also represent susceptibility genes for schizophrenia (77, 78) . This association and the realization that non-B DNA conformations induce genetic instabilities may underscore the delicate balance that exists between the benefits of accelerated evolution and the risks associated with acquiring deleterious mutations.
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